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Flexible residential construction prototype benefits
from linear motion systems

To combat the issues of infrequent room use, high real estate prices, energy consumption increases
and environmental sustainability degradation, a group of Virginia Tech University engineering faculty
and students built a a fully functioning smart house prototype. Rooms can be reconfigured on
command by touch, voice, gesture or smartphone.
A recent Design World article took a closer look at the FutureHaus project, including the use of
Thomson electric linear motion systems, which help move room-sized, load-carrying walls smoothly
and quietly. For example, in the image above, the left side of the living room wall slides into the living
room to open the home office during the day. A screen on the partition rotates to provide
teleconferencing for home office or entertainment in the living room.
Click below to read the full article to learn more about the project and why the team chose Thomson
linear motion systems for their wall-moving solution.
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Webinar | June 30 @ 10am CT
Screw Jacks - The Powerful Linear Component You Never
Knew You Needed
Do you have a linear motion application that
requires heavy, yet precise, lifting, lowering,
tipping or moving? Chances are you haven’t
considered screw jacks as part of your design
solution. These reliable, powerful and versatile
components, which are designed around a
trapezoidal or ball screw drive, have been
delivering solutions to high-accuracy, heavy-load
and high-speed applications for many years.
In this 45-minute webinar, we will explore how
screw jacks can offer your applications a host of
benefits.
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Find the right ball screw components - FAST
Try our new, enhanced product selector

When you need the right type of ball screw for
your designs, you can't afford the time to
conduct an extensive search - especially without
having the certainty that you're choosing the
exact model required. Thomson's enhanced
online selector tool for ball screws addresses
this problem, simplifying the search and
selection process to help you quickly identify the
right part, access a 3D model with just one click,
and view pricing and lead time.
Benefits of this new tool include:
Improved, intuitive layout and flow of
data allows you to quickly find the
optimal ball screw to match the
application requirements.
Real-time adjustments per your defined
filter parameters.
Get 3D models, catalog links and
product details with a single click on your
results page.
Up-front pricing and lead times are listed
for all ball screws.
Purchase instantly via the Thomson
Online Store

Try the Tool >
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